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Better English (English Guides)Usborne, 1983

	Glossy Paperback. UsBorne book. A couple of light hairline creases on the bottom right corner and top right corner from usage. The spine is tight and straight. The pages are clean and free of markings. Robyn Gee & Carol Watson, authors. Designed and illustrated by Kim Blundell. First published in 1983 by UsBorne Publishing Ltd. This is a...


		

Python Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to apply powerful data analysis techniques with popular open source Python modules


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Perform advanced, high performance linear algebra and mathematical calculations with clean and efficient Python...



		

Microsoft Visual Basic .NET 2003 Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
Visual Basic has slowly evolved over the years, incorporating a variety of features and moving itself into the world of "enterprise" development, but everything was being built on top of an already existing foundation. This is not unusual; most development tools progress in this way, but it has the unfortunate side...






		

Rails for PHP Developers (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
As a PHP developer, you have some great tools for developing web applications. Ruby on Rails is another key tool to add to your web development toolbox. Rails is a high-level web development framework that emphasizes high productivity and clean code. However, the Ruby language and Rails framework take a different approach from the way many PHP...

		

Python Crash Course: A Hands-On, Project-Based Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2015

	Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough introduction to Python that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work in no time.

	

	In the first half of the book, you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as lists, dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing...


		

University Calculus, Early Transcendentals (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	University Calculus, Early Transcendentals, Second Edition helps readers successfully generalize and apply the key ideas of calculus through clear and precise explanations, clean design, thoughtfully chosen examples, and superior exercise sets. This text offers the right mix of basic, conceptual, and challenging...






		

Getting Started with Drupal CommercePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn everything you need to know in order to get your first Drupal Commerce website set up and trading


	Overview

	
		Understand the key concepts of Drupal Commerce, its philosophy, and how it fits in the Drupal Ecosystem
	
		Learn the essentials of planning your store to save time and...



		

Character Modeling with Maya and ZBrush: Professional polygonal modeling techniquesFocal Press, 2008
Maya is at the forefront of 3D graphics. The newest version of Maya has a host of new features and improvements to help the modeler achieve amazing results.

Before we move into modeling let’s go over some guideline we want to stick with to ensure clean models. These are concepts to follow when dealing with all models, be it a low...

		

Zero Emissions Power CyclesCRC Press, 2009
Focusing on fossil-fueled, nonpolluting power generation systems, Zero Emissions Power Cycles presents alternative solutions to the severe emissions problems of power plants. Along with a description of new thermodynamic cycles and the results of computational analyses, this volume provides modern analytical tools and equations...






		

The Canadian Encyclopedia of Natural MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Natural solutions for living a clean and healthy life


	Health consciousness is an area of transformational and unprecedented growth in the North American public today. More and more people are seeking alternative solutions to conventional medical practices. For many, a natural approach to healing everything from common...


		

Learning Adobe MusePackt Publishing, 2012


	Adobe Muse is an exciting new tool from the world's foremost software design

	company, which allows users to create beautiful and fully-functioning websites

	without writing any code. It provides graphic designers the power to use their

	print design skills over the Web.





	This book will help web designers as well...

		

Instant Boris Effects (VASST Instant)CMP Books, 2004
Boris plug-in applications, including Graffiti, FX, and Red, permit video editors to add titling, effects, compositing, and 3D capabilities to their nonlinear editing (NLE) systems. Documentation and training materials have been notoriously lacking for these applications. Instant Boris Effects is a complete guide for novice and intermediate users...
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